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Merchant Fulfilled Network (MFN) refers to an operations model where sellers list products in Amazon stores but 

manage all storage, packaging, shipping, and customer service independently. The image below shows the entire 

process from receiving the order to delivering it to the customer. The seller is responsible for each step. 

Explanation of the image

• If you are shipping from China, the steps are 1.1 → 1.2 → 2 → 3 → 4 → 5 → 6 → 8

• If you are shipping from outside China, the steps are 1 → 2 → 3 → 4 → 5 → 6 → 7.1 → 7.2 → 8

Simply put, MFN means that you are responsible for contacting a third-party shipper and for the entire process from 

when a customer places an order to when the customer receives the order and for returns and exchanges.

1.1.1 MFN concepts

1.1 MFN Introducing MFN (description, benefits, 

uses)

This section introduces MFN concepts, benefits, and uses.
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1.1.2 MFN benefits

You probably know a little about MFN already. So, what benefits come with MFN? Next, we’ll show what 

you can get from MFN!

Flexible investment costs

No need to store a lot of product and invest 

a lot of money. Control costs by choosing the 

carrier and fulfillment method.

Low storage costs

Ship directly from China to overseas 

customers without additional overseas 

storage fees

Flexible inventory

No need to store a lot of product. Reduce 

inventory pressure by shipping when an 

order is received

Choose products more freely

FBA product listings restrictions do not 

apply, allowing you to offer more products 

and increase sales 

Broader reach

Chose different third-party carriers for 

different shipping needs and enjoy more 

extensive global coverage for broader reach
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1.1.3 MFN uses

When you open a store on Amazon, you may wonder whether MFN is right for you. Next, we’ll present two 

scenarios where MFN is a good option.

To supplement FBA

FBA is not available for some products, such as large or heavy items, restricted 

product categories, and where FBA services are not yet available for a 

particular Amazon site. In such cases, choose MFN for shipping.

Flexible self-managed warehousing

There are no inventory requirements or inbounding restrictions for MFN. If you 

don’t need to maintain a large inventory and would like to manage 

warehousing yourself for greater flexibility, MFN is a good choice. Or, if you 

would like to avoid overseas warehousing fees and ship directly from China to 

your customers, MFN is also a good choice.

Switch between MFN and FBA as needed

Get products into shopping carts even when FBA inventory is low by switching 

to MFN.
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1.2 MFN common shipping methods

Most MFN shipping falls into four categories: postal parcels, international express delivery, international lines 

(less-than-truckload logistics), and fulfillment from overseas warehouses. You can choose the most suitable 

shipping method according to various factors such as the different products sold (category, weight, size, safety, 

etc.), customer delivery requirements, shipping costs, and seasonality.

• Postal parcels

A postal parcel is a properly packaged and mailable item delivered by the postal system and is a type 

of mail. Post offices are widely distributed, have their own routes, and use railways, roads, 

waterways, aviation, and other means of transport to transport mail. Such services can meet the 

delivery needs of the public, especially for small and sporadically shipped items. An international 

postal parcel that requires the use of an aircraft to be transported for the entire or a portion of the 

journey is called an air parcel. Small, light parcels that are under the specified weight are called 

express parcels when they include a letter and are priority shipped.

• Advantages Low price, convenient to mail, available in most parts of the world

• Disadvantages Slower and limited weight Moreover, although ePackets can be tracked and 

registered mail can be tracked in most countries, tracking unregistered mail is more difficult, 

so its loss rate is higher.

• International express delivery

International express delivery refers to express and logistics services between two or more countries 

(or regions). When the express arrives in the destination country, it usually needs to be transshipped 

in the destination country to finally arrive at the customer. The most commonly used carriers are 

DHL, UPS, and FedEx.

• Advantages Fast, reliable, and trackable

• Disadvantages Slightly more expensive than other methods. There are certain requirements 

and restrictions on the type of products, and items with batteries, imitation brands, and 

special products are basically not allowed. In addition, an invoice and recipient are required 

for customs clearance and tariff payment.

(Weight requirement) (Size requirements)
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• International lines

International lines refer to the logistics channels to specific countries. International lines 

commonly use sea, air, and rail. Usually, the British line, the U.S. line, and the German line refer to 

international lines.

• Advantages By combining large quantities of goods to send on to the destination 

country, costs are reduced. Lower prices than international express, faster than 

international parcels, and low loss rate

• Disadvantages Fewer domestic pick-up sites, and the price is higher than for postal 

parcels

• Fulfillment from overseas warehouses

Fulfillment from overseas warehouses refers to the method whereby products are exported in 

bulk to a warehouse in the destination country. When a customer places an order, the order ships 

from the overseas warehouse.

• Advantages Fast. Since the products are shipped from within the destination country, 

your competitiveness over foreign sellers increases, and you provide a better customer 

buying experience. There are no category restrictions, delivery is fast, and inventory can 

also be replenished by air, sea, and other methods

• Disadvantages Since the products are stored overseas, inventory management is harder 

for the seller. If items have slow sales, there is a risk of overstocking and increased 

warehousing costs. Overseas warehousing costs include costs for transit, storage, 

fulfillment, and VAT, which could lead to higher costs. Overseas warehouse operation and 

management capacity, prices, etc. are not uniform. If you are interested in overseas 

warehousing, we recommend that you carefully consider all factors based on your 

business situation.

(Sea) (Air) (Rail)
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• Comparison of common methods

Postal parcels
International 

express delivery
International 

lines

Fulfillment from 
overseas 

warehouses

Advantages
• Inexpensive
• Broader reach

• Fast
• Easy to track

• Comparatively 
fast

• Fast
• No category 

restrictions

Disadvantages

• Comparatively 
slow

• Unstable pricing
• Tracking is 

difficult with 
unregistered mail

• Expensive
• Product 

restrictions
(items with 
batteries)

• Higher prices
• Fewer domestic 

pick-up sites

• Risk from slow 
sales

• Inventory 
pressure

• Added VAT costs

Tracking
Y (except 

unregistered)
Y Y Y

Returns Returned to sender
Returned to 

sender
Returned to 

sender
Returned to 

overseas warehouse

Price (low → high)

Postal parcels < fulfillment from overseas warehouses < international lines < international express delivery

Expected delivery time (fast → slow)

Fulfillment from overseas warehouses < international express delivery < international lines < postal parcels

1.3 MFN seller performance metrics

Performance metrics are the criteria Amazon uses to evaluate how well a seller account is performing. 

Each Amazon marketplace has a specific target value for each metric, and if your seller account is not 

performing, it may result in account restrictions. Performance metrics are designed to improve sellers' 

ability to sell and operate and provide customers with a better buying experience.

There are six primary metrics that affect MFN seller performance: order defect rate (ODR), cancellation 

rate, late shipment rate, valid tracking rate (VTR), on-time delivery rate, and return dissatisfaction rate 

(RDR). You can review your performance on Seller Central for targeted improvements, or click here to learn 

more.

https://sellercentral.amazon.com/help/hub/reference/200205250?ref=efph_200205250_cont_G2&locale=en-US&ref_=xx_swlang_head_xx&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
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The following six performance metrics and their corresponding achievement targets are explained in detail 

below.

Note: Cancellation rate, valid tracking rate, and on-time delivery rate are only applicable to the MFN.

• Order defect rate

The order defect rate (ODR) is a key measure of your ability to provide a good customer 

experience. This metric covers all orders with one or more defects in a given 60-day period, 

calculated as a percentage of the total number of orders. There are three types of ODR: Negative 

Feedback Rate, A-to-z Guarantee Claim Rate, and Chargeback Rate.

Your (ODR) must be less than 1% for 

you to sell on Amazon. ODR above % 

may result in account suspension.
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• Cancellation rate

The cancellation rate (CR) is the percentage of all orders canceled by the seller in a given seven

day period. This metric includes all orders canceled by sellers, except for orders for which 

customer request cancellations through the Order Cancellation feature in their Amazon account. 

Unshipped orders canceled directly by customer on Amazon are also excluded.

• More tips

Amazon will automatically cancel an order seven days after the Expected Ship Date if you 

have not shipped and confirmed shipment. This means that after you receive a 

notification email titled “Sold, ship now,” and fail to begin the shipping process within 

seven business days after the “ship by” date in the message, Amazon will automatically 

cancel the order. Any order that Amazon cancels because the seller has not shipped the 

order within seven days from the “ship by” date will count against the seller’s CR. Once a 

defect affects your CR in this way, it will replace a defect that would have previously 

counted against your Late Shipment Rate.

If your CR is less than 2.5%, you can 

sell on Amazon. If your CR is above 

2.5%, this may result in account 

suspension.

Tips:

Why are orders canceled?

It is important to ensure that the products you list are in stock and can be fulfilled. The most 

common reason for order cancellations before a product is shipped is that the item is out of 

stock. Of course, a certain percentage of stocking issues may not be avoided in the course of 

normal business operations, but Amazon would like to minimize such issues. A high 

cancellation rate may affect your sales and may negatively impact your profits.
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• Late shipment rate

The late shipment rate (LSR) refers to the percentage of orders that are confirmed as shipped 

after the expected shipping time calculated over a 10- or 30-day period. Amazon requires that 

sellers ship products by the expected ship date. This means that after the customer places the 

order, you should ship the product on or before the expected ship date. If an order is confirmed 

for shipment beyond the specified time, 

it will be considered late.

Your LSR must stay under 4%, for you 

to sell on Amazon. LSR above 4% may 

result in account suspension.

Why is confirming that an order has shipped so important?

Confirming that an order has shipped before the expected ship date 

is important because this allows the seller to see the status of 

shipped orders. Delays in order confirmation can have a negative 

impact on the customer’s shopping experience and lead to claims, 

negative reviews, and increased customer inquiries.

How can you avoid late shipment confirmation?

When setting the shipping time in product settings, realistically 

evaluate how long you need to handle an order before handing it 

over to your carrier. For detailed delivery time settings, you can see 

more in the next section.
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• Valid tracking rate

The valid tracking rate (VTR) is the proportion of shipments with a valid tracking number in a 

given 30 day period.1 VTR requires order tracking information that complies with the 

requirements of the Amazon marketplace so that your customer can know the delivery status of 

his or her order based on the tracking number. A VTR above 95% helps to earn better ratings and 

sales.

Always be sure to double check that you have entered the correct carrier and tracking number for 

your package. You can change, re-enter, and update tracking information on the Manage Orders 

page until your order has been delivered, and your metrics will reflect such changes within 72

hours. Orders with tracking numbers can result in fewer A-to-z Guarantee claims2 and better 

customer feedback ratings.

If you sell in the U.S., European, or Japan 

marketplace, your VTR must be higher than 95% 

to avoid Amazon restricting your sales of non-

FBA products in the affected product category. 

This may also affect your eligibility for Premium 

and Guaranteed Fulfillment.

1. Tracking number: The tracking number is the tracking number provided by the logistics carrier that shipped your order. The seller and 
customer can check the shipping status of the order with this tracking number. Tracking numbers require at least one scan from the 
logistics carrier to be considered valid.

2. A-to-z Guarantee: The Amazon Marketplace implements a guarantee for all customers that stipulates that if the customer is not satisfied 
with the purchased goods or services, they can initiate an A-to-Z Guarantee Claim to protect their interests.

For example, if Seller A confirms that a total of 200 packages have been 

shipped, 190 of which have valid tracking numbers, then Seller A's valid 

tracking rate is 95%.

(190 ÷ 200 = 0.95)

https://sellercentral.amazon.com/help/hub/reference/27951?ref=ag_27951_cont_Q6762Y9AB2FYDY8&locale=en-US&ref_=xx_swlang_head_xx&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/help/hub/reference/201503640?ref=ag_201503640_cont_200342080&locale=en-US&ref_=xx_swlang_head_xx&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
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Tips:

Tips for uploading a tracking number—1

Uploading a tracking number after the order has been shipped will not count toward your VTR . 

Additionally, be sure to select an Amazon-supported carrier, otherwise Amazon will not be able 

to verify the tracking information and the will not count toward your VTR .

The following products are not counted in the VTR metric:

• Products that are shipped by a non-Amazon-partnered carrier

• Reduces the number of customer contacts

• Reduces order defects

• Protects against A-to-z Guarantee claims

• Improves seller feedback ratings

• Reduces lost shipment costs

Important: Be sure to provide the correct fulfillment tracking information for your order as 

per Amazon marketplace requirements.

Why add a tracking number?01

• Step one: Find the order in Seller Central → Orders → Manage Orders, and click “Confirm 

shipment.”

• Step two: Open the drop-down menu at Shipping Details and select Carrier Name. If your 

carrier is not in this list, choose “Other » Manually enter carrier name.”

How do I add a valid tracking number?02
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Tips:

Tips for uploading a tracking number—2

• When uploading tracking details in bulk, make sure that the carrier name is identical to the 

one provided in the drop-down menu.

• The carrier and tracking number(Tracking ID)must match to avoid negatively affecting your 

VTR.

• Always provide valid tracking information for self-fulfilled orders in a timely manner so that 

customers can view the progress of the order.

Providing tracking information about orders as soon as possible is very important because it 

ensures a good shopping experience for customers by allowing them to check the shipping status 

of their orders. Typically, the Valid Tracking Rate is not up to standard due to improper input. 

Luckily, it’s possible to avoid this. Learn more about how avoid harming your VTR in the FAQ 

below.

How do I see my VTR?

Click “View details” in Seller Central » Performance » Account health 

» Shipping performance and then choose the VTR tab. Click the 

“Download report” button. Remove the "Shipped late" and 

"Delivered late" options to filter for orders with invalid or missing 

tracking information.

All my self-fulfilled parcels have a tracking number, but my VTR is 

still low? !

Parcels that don’t have verified tracking information show a “×” in 

the “No valid tracking” column of the VTR report. If you have 

uploaded the tracking number, but the number is coded as 

“Unconfirmed,” the reason could be one of the following:

• The tracking number is incorrect.

• ERP has returned an error.
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• The tracking number you provided is incorrect.

• Your tracking number is correct, but it is not associated with the carrier you specified. For 

example, if you use Yanwen Logistics to ship a package but enter China Post as the carrier 

name, the tracking information will be marked as unconfirmed.

• Even though the tracking information and carrier name are correct, the parcel is counted 

against your VTR because Amazon does not partner with the carrier, so Amazon cannot 

verify the tracking information.

• If you upload the tracking number after the order has been delivered, the tracking 

number was of no use to the customer, so this will not be counted toward the VTR metric.

Is the tracking number is incorrect?01

If you use ERP to manage orders, you need to ensure that the logistics provider you use is 

correctly selected in “Ship method”, otherwise the VTR will not meet the standard due to a 

return error.

Always be sure to double check that you have entered the correct carrier and tracking 

number for your package. You can change, re-enter, and update tracking information on the 

Manage Orders page until your order has been delivered. Your metrics will reflect this 

change within 72 hours. If you have a package marked as "×" in the “No valid tracking 

number“ column and you have verified that the tracking number for the Amazon-supported 

carrier is correct, try submitting the tracking number again. If this does not solve your issue, 

contact Selling Partner Support for additional investigation.

Has ERP returned an error?02
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• On-time delivery rate

The On-Time Delivery Rate (OTDR) is the percentage of all shipments delivered within the 

estimated delivery time as a percentage of total shipments tracked. Receiving shipments on time 

can greatly improve customer satisfaction.

Set an appropriate, realistic transit time to ensure that customers receive their orders by the 

estimated time.

• Return dissatisfaction rate (RDR): (JP/EM only)

The Return Dissatisfaction Rate (RDR) is the percentage of valid return requests that were not 

answered within 48 hours, were incorrectly rejected, or received negative customer feedback.

The RDR measures how happy your customer is with their return experience. It consists of three 

components: negative return feedback rate, late response rate, and invalid rejection rate.

Tip — Sellers should set an appropriate, realistic transit time to ensure that customers receive 

their orders by the estimated time.

An OTDR of 97% or above contributes to a 

better shopping experience for customers, 

resulting in better sales. There are 

currently no penalties for failure to meet 

OTDR standards.

The target return dissatisfaction rate is below 

97%. Even though there is currently no penalty for 

falling below the performance target, customers 

with unresolved problems are more likely to 

submit negative feedback and A-to-z Guarantee 

claims.
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As a seller, being able to deliver a product within the time buyers expect is a critical step. MFN delivery times 

may be longer than for FBA. Therefore, in order to ensure a good shopping experience for customers and avoid 

negative reviews, Amazon recommends that you complete shipping settings before officially starting sales. This 

will help you manage delivery times, improve your shipping efficiency, and avoid repeating operations. Early on, 

shipping settings mainly require setting handling time and shipping rates, which will be described in detail 

below.

Total Delivery Time1 = Handling Time2 + Transit Time (also called Shipping Time)3 + any holidays

Note: Amazon calculates handling time and transit time in business days.

1.4 MFN shipping settings

Total Delivery Time is the estimated time between when the buyer places the order until the 

order delivery date. Amazon provides the estimated delivery time to buyers on the offer listing 

and checkout pages.

What is the total delivery time?01

Handling time is the estimated time between when the customer places the order until the 

seller hands over the package to the carrier.

What is handling time?02

Configuring an accurate delivery time for your products helps ensure a good customer 

experience and helps you increase sales. Most customers prefer products that ship faster. For 

more information, see How the Buy Box Works.

Why do I need to configure the delivery time?04

Configuring the delivery time well can greatly reduce the risk of late shipping and delivery. You 

can manage the total delivery time of seller-fulfilled orders by setting various parameters such 

as your handling time, transit time, shipping service level, and shipping rates. For specific 

instructions on how to configure shipping settings, you can see more in the next section.

How do I configure the delivery time?05

Transit time is the estimated time between when the seller hands over the package to the 

carrier until the package is delivered to the customer. The maximum transit time varies from site 

to site.

What is transit time?03

https://sellercentral.amazon.com/help/hub/reference/37911?ref=ag_37911_cont_69022&locale=en-US&ref_=xx_swlang_head_xx&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
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A realistic delivery time helps to keep customers satisfied. Understanding delivery time management can 

help you make better shipping settings. This section will show you how to set your delivery time.

• General shipping settings

• Click Settings » Shipping settings

• View the current default shipping address1 and default handling time in the Shipping template 

tab.

1.4.1 Configuring and managing delivery time

1. The default shipping address includes information such as the ship from location address, email address, and phone number 
that orders are shipped from. This information is saved in your account and appears automatically when you select an address 
in the Buy Shipping Services preferences and Shipping Settings pages.
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• Setting the shipping address

• Step 1 Go to the Shipping Settings » General Shipping Settings page and click “Edit” on 

the right side of the “Default shipping address” column.

• Step 2 Click “Edit” or “Add new address” to enter your shipping information, including 

the correct time zone.
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• Step 3 Enter Address name, country/region, and postal code.

• Setting the Handling Time

If you do not enter a value in the “Handling time” field, the system automatically uses the default 

handling time. You can modify the handling time to allow enough time to finish handling 

operations.

• Step 1 Click Inventory » Manage Inventory to go to the Manage Inventory page.

https://sellercentral.amazon.com/help/hub/reference/200955560?ref=ag_200955560_cont_202167920&locale=en-US&ref_=xx_swlang_head_xx&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
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• Step 2 Click “Edit” to the right of product listings.

• Step 3 In the “Processing time” input box on the “Quote” tab, enter the appropriate 

number of days for handling (whole number).
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• Shipping template settings

Shipping templates allow you to manage shipping settings (such as default service levels, shipping 

regions, transit times, and shipping rates) for multiple listings at the same time. You can create up 

to 20 shipping templates for a specific SKU1 group.

• Creating a new shipping template

• In Shipping Settings, click the Shipping Template tab to enter the shipping template 

page.

• Click “Create a new shipping template” to start making the template.

Before you create a template, make sure you understand the requirements for 

shipping templates and verify that your default shipping address is accurate.

1. An SKU (Stock Keeping Unit) is the basic unit to measure inventory going in and out. It can refer to units of pieces, boxes, or 
pallets.

https://sellercentral.amazon.com/help/hub/reference/200955560?ref=ag_200955560_cont_202167920&locale=en-US&ref_=xx_swlang_head_xx&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
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• Setting shipping service levels and shipping regions

Set default shipping regions and service levels for each region for orders through in Shipping 

Template Settings. When you choose to offer a specific shipping service level, you agree to be 

bound by a Service Level Agreement (SLA)1.

Amazon currently has the following shipping service levels:

Tips:

SLA tips

The standard shipping SLA for the contiguous United States is three to seven days. If a customer 

places an order with you and wants Standard shipping, you are responsible for delivering the 

order within three to seven business days from when the order ships. If you cannot meet the 

requirements of the SLA, then do not enable that region and level of service.

Service levels SLA

Standard 
shipping

All sellers must offer standard shipping. The default transit time is 4 to 15 business 
days. If you qualify for reduced shipping times, you will also have the option to 
select a transit time of 3 to 5 business days. See Manage your delivery time for 
details.

Expedited 
shipping

The default transit time for expedited shipping is two to six business days. If you 
qualify for reduced shipping times, you will also have the option to select a transit 
time of one to three business days. See Manage your delivery time for details.

Two-day 
Shipping

The default transit time for two-day shipping is two business days. Not all sellers are 
eligible to offer two-day shipping. Find out how you can Qualify for Two-day 
Shipping.

Next-day 
delivery

The default transit time for next-day shipping is one business day. Next-day delivery 
is not available in domestic US shipping settings for MFN orders. However, next-day 
delivery is available for FBA orders.

International 
shipping

The delivery time for international orders is three to six weeks.

International 
expedited

The delivery time for international orders is three to seven business days.

1. The SLA (service level agreement) is the seller’s promise that the order will arrive within the standard number of days for that
shipping method. See service level requirements and metrics here.

https://sellercentral.amazon.com/help/hub/reference/G202167920?ref_=xx_swlang_head_xx&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/help/hub/reference/G202167920?ref_=xx_swlang_head_xx&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/help.html?itemID=201605090&language=en_US&ref=ag_201605090_cont_201728190
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/help/hub/reference/G202160060#GUID-ED343B37-DA6E-41F3-BD51-B45D9E0E17AF__GUID-EB78D674-3B4F-462E-B80D-4CC55C7D87B4
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• You can ship to the following regions and choose from two predefined shipping service 

levels: Standard and Expedited (delivery times shown in the table below are only for 

domestic shipping in the destination country). You can also click here for more 

information.

• Note: If your shipment does not arrive within the promised time, it will negatively impact 

your seller performance.

Shipping region
Standard 
shipping

Expedited 
shipping

Continental U.S. 3 to 7 days 1 to 3 day(s)

Alaska/Hawaii 3 to 7 days 1 to 4 day(s)

U.S. Protectorates
(American Samoa, Guam, Marshall Islands, Federated States of 

Micronesia, Northern Mariana Islands, Palau, Puerto Rico, and Virgin 
Islands)

4 to 8 days 2 to 4 days

Canada 5 to 10 days 2 to 4 days

Europe
(Albania, United Kingdom, Germany, France, Netherlands, Italy, 
Switzerland, Spain, Sweden, Turkey, Ireland, Denmark, Norway, 

Belgium, Portugal, Greece, Finland, Austria, Iceland, Poland, 
Croatia, Slovenia, Russia, Czech Republic, Cyprus, Luxembourg, 

Hungary, Malta, Estonia, Latvia, Romania, Bulgaria, Ukraine, 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Lithuania, Slovakia, Monaco, Macedonia, 

Greenland, Gibraltar, Liechtenstein, Mainland France, Faroe 
Islands, Georgia, Andorra, Belarus, Yugoslavia, Vatican City State 

(Holy See), San Marino, Svalbard and Jan Mayen, Serbia, 
Montenegro and Kosovo)

10 to 20 days 2 to 4 days

Asia
(Japan, Australia, South Korea, China, Hong Kong, Macau, China, 
Taiwan, New Zealand, Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, Philippines, 
India, Vietnam, Indonesia, Sri Lanka, Brunei, Darussalam, French 

Polynesia, Fiji, Papua New Guinea, Nepal, New Caledonia, 
Bangladesh, Vanuatu, Cambodia, Mongolia, Lao People's 

Democratic Republic, Maldives, Cook Islands, Bhutan, Samoa, 
Solomon Islands, Tonga, Union of Myanmar, Kiribati, Niua, Tuvalu, 

Nauru, Christmas Island, East Timor)

10 to 16 days 2 to 5 days

https://sellercentral.amazon.com/help/hub/reference/202160120?ref_=xx_swlang_head_xx&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
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Now that we have learned about Amazon's shipping service levels and delivery regions, let’s 

move on to Seller Central to set the shipping service level and delivery area.

• Step 1 Go to the “Create New Shipping Template” page

• Step 2 Check the shipping service level you want to provide. Standard delivery is 

mandatory for all sellers, but all other service levels are optional.
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• Step 3 Click “Edit” or “Add New Shipping Rule” in the region column, select the country 

or region you want to ship to, and click “OK.”

• Step 4 Click “Save” to finish your shipping template setup.
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There are two calculation models for Amazon transportation costs: per-item/weight-based shipping and 

price-banded shipping.

• On the “Create a new shipping template” page, select the shipping rate calculation model you 

need.

• Fill in the appropriate number in “Transportation cost” in the shipping service level you selected.

1.4.2 Setting transportation costs

https://sellercentral.amazon.com/help/hub/reference/201714100?ref=ag_201714100_cont_201714080&locale=en-US&ref_=xx_swlang_head_xx&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/help/hub/reference/201714120?ref=ag_201714120_cont_201714080&locale=en-US&ref_=xx_swlang_head_xx&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
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• Setting transit time

• Choose the appropriate time option from the “Transit time” drop-down menu to ensure 

that customers receive their items within the estimated delivery time.

• Assigning SKUs to shipping templates

After completing the shipping template setup, you can assign SKUs to different shipping 

templates to improve your shipping efficiency. If you want to allocate less than 50 SKUs, follow 

the steps below.

• Step 1 Go the Inventory » Manage Inventory page of Seller Central.
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• Step 2 Choose the SKUs that you want to allocate.

• Step 3 Click “Select shipping template” in the drop-down menu in the upper left corner.
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• Step 4 Choose the template name that you want to allocate to.

• Step 5 Click “Yes, continue” to finish the allocation.

Note: If you want to allocate more than 50 SKUs, use the bulk feed method.

https://sellercentral.amazon.com/help/hub/reference/201841600?ref=ag_201841600_cont_PZWG9U73U68747F&locale=en-US&ref_=xx_swlang_head_xx&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
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When processing international returns for customer orders shipped to North America, Japan, or Europe, you must 

select the return method specified by Amazon. This chapter will introduce the return mechanisms and their 

processes.

1.5 Return mechanisms and processes for 

international orders

• Return mechanism 1 Seller refunds, and customer does not return

The seller refunds the entire order amount, and the customer doesn’t need to return the item.

• Return mechanism 2 Seller provides a domestic return option for customers

The seller provides a return address in the country/region where the customer is located.

• Return mechanism 3 Seller provides a prepaid international return mailing label

When you submit a return request for an item you sell, you must also submit your prepaid return mailing 

label (RML).

Note: Amazon recommends that your prepaid return mail label include a tracking number.

When using one of three return mechanisms above to process an international return, note the following:

• If you are unable to provide a local return address where the item was sold, you can seek help from an 

International Return Provider on the Solutions Provider Network.

• If you choose to offer this return mechanism to customers in the U.S., you must use Amazon's prepaid 

returns service and do not check the “Provide U.S. customers with my own prepaid return shipping labels”

option.

• When processing an international return, the seller is always responsible for the shipping costs needed to 

complete a return.

• You must provide Amazon with a valid U.S. return address when shipping orders from overseas for U.S. 

customers with a total value of less than $10. Amazon will automatically generate a prepaid return label 

for this address to provide to any customer who makes an authorized return request.

Click here to read more about the Customer return process for self-fulfilled orders.

1.5.1 The three return mechanisms

Does the seller provide a local address 
option for customer returns?

Is the original shipping fee refunded?

Refund is seller’s fault Refund is customer’s fault

Y √ ×

N √ √

Does the seller provide a valid U.S. returns 
address?

Authorized return requests

Automatically generate prepaid 
return label

Return less refund

Provided √ ×

Not provided × √

https://sellercentral.amazon.com/tsba?ref_=xx_swlang_head_xx&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1#/search/US/returns
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/external/help.html?itemID=201468550&language=zh_CN&ref=efph_201468550_cont_201468530
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• Return mechanism 1 Seller refunds the entire order amount, and the customer doesn’t need to 

return the item

• Click “Manage Returns” from the “Orders” drop-down menu.

• Select the return request that you need to issue a refund for and then click “Issue refund.” 

• Choose “Customer return” as the reason for the refund and refund the entire order 

amount. 

• When closing the return request, choose “Returnless Resolutions” as the reason and leave 

a comment for the customer.

• Important

1. You must provide a full refund if you choose Returnless Resolutions because negotiating a 

partial refund is not part of any return mechanism.

2. For orders shipped to buyers in the U.S., U.K., and Germany, you can select the “Automatic 

Returnless Resolutions” option as your return mechanism based on item price, 

classification, and reason for return. See Returnless Resolutions for more information.

1.5.2 Instructions for processing the three return mechanisms

https://sellercentral.amazon.com/help/hub/reference/G202174940?ref=ag_G202174940_cont_201725630&locale=en-US&ref_=xx_swlang_head_xx&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
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• Return mechanism 2 Seller provides a local return address for customers

Note: The address must be a valid address that you are authorized to use. It cannot be the 

address of an Amazon fulfillment center, supermarket, or residential addresses.

• Click “Account information” from the Settings drop-down menu.

• On the Seller Account Information page, go to “Shipping and returns information,” click on 

“Returns information,” go to “Returns settings,” and click “Address settings.”
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• Choose an existing local address as the default returns address, or enter a new address.

• Note: The address must be a valid address that you are authorized to use. 

It cannot be the address of an Amazon fulfillment center, supermarket, or residential 

addresses.
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• Click “Use this address.”

• Important

• If you are unable to provide a local return address where the item was sold, you 

can seek help from an International Return Provider on the Solutions Provider 

Network.

• If you offer a “Local customer returns” option, you can also offer returns using 

prepaid return labels. After you approve a customer’s return request, Amazon 

sends the customer the return label and return address. By default, non-prepaid 

return labels are sent. However, if you choose prepaid return shipping, you can 

upload a custom prepaid return label. If you offer this return mechanism for 

customers in the U.S., you must use Amazon's prepaid return labels. Amazon will 

automatically authorize returns that comply with Amazon's return policy for 

professional sellers in the U.S. marketplace and all sellers enrolled in the Prepaid 

return labels program. Return requests that are not covered by this policy or are 

not subject to the requirements of this policy will be directed to you for manual 

authorization. Amazon will provide customers with prepaid return shipping labels 

on your behalf through the Buy Shipping service.

https://sellercentral.amazon.com/tsba?ref_=xx_swlang_head_xx&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1#/search/US/returns
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• Return mechanism 3 Seller provides a prepaid international return mailing label

• Click “Manage Returns” from the “Orders” drop-down menu. 

• Click “Approve request” for the return requests that you want to authorize. 

• Select “I will provide a prepaid mailing label” in the RML section. 

• Upload the return label, choose the carrier, and enter the tracking number 

(if any). 

• Set the cost of the return label to 0.00 to confirm that the customer isn’t required to pay 

any shipping fee for the return.

• You can also go to Buyer Messages is Seller Central to send the prepaid return label 

directly to the customer by email.
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• Note: Companies that provide prepaid shipping labels include but are not limited to UPS

and DHL.

Tip

When Amazon determines that you have not complied with the return requirements for an 

international order as described above, Amazon will proactively issue a refund to the affected 

customer and allow the customer to keep or discard the refunded item.

• Seller provides free replacement service

Beginning April 15, 2021, Amazon began offering sellers another option for MFN order returns. 

Now, in addition to requesting a refund for an item that is damaged, defective, or different from 

the item ordered, buyers have the option to request an exchange at no additional cost.

Sellers can offer free exchanges for items that don’t need to be returned, which will improve the 

return experience for seller-fulfilled services, while helping sellers maintain sales.

1.5.3 Fourth return mechanism

https://www.ups.com/content/us/en/bussol/browse/returns.html
http://www.dhl.com/en/express/shipping/ship_online/ereturn.html
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1.5.4 Points to remember when choosing the return mechanism

Issue Details

Making partial refund

In some cases offering a partial refund for a return item is more appropriate. It 
goes without saying that the seller should offer a full refund for returns, 
canceled orders, and when an item is out of stock. Partial refunds are only 
appropriate when the seller wishes to maintain a friendly relationship with a 
customer or to simply resolve an issue regarding compensation or a small 
dispute. Such a situation may arise, for example when the delivered item is 
slightly damaged or slightly different from the Listing . In such matters, the 
seller decides whether to offer a refund and how much to offer. When you 
decide to issue a partial refund, Amazon recommends that you negotiate with 
the buyer in advance and obtain the buyer's consent to avoid 
misunderstandings between you and the buyer resulting in an A-to-z 
Guarantee claim.

Charging restocking 
fees or

deducting other fees 
before refunding

In special cases, a restocking fee may be charged to the customer, or the 
restocking fee is deducted from the refund. However, collecting a restocking 
fee or deducting it from the refund must comply with the Amazon return 
policy. To learn more about the policy, click on Returns and restocking fees.

Customs
You must comply with all regulations for import and export and pay all tariffs 
and other customs fees applicable to international returns.

Employing a third-
party international

return vendor

Amazon has prepared a detailed list of available return vendors. International 
return vendors provide professional solutions based on your sales volume and 
the unit prices of your products thereby reducing the cost you need to bear. 
For example, some vendors will aggregate returns and ship them back to you in 
bulk or ship them to other buyers for you. Click here to learn more.

FBA
When you choose to use FBA, Amazon will process the associated return order 
for you without requiring action from you or a local returns address. Click here
to learn more about FBA returns.

https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/help.html?itemID=200364110&language=en_US&ref=ag_200364110_cont_200708210
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/help/hub/reference/201725780?ref=ag_201725780_cont_200708210&locale=en-US&ref_=xx_swlang_head_xx&mons_sel_locale=de_DE&languageSwitched=1
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/tsba?ref_=xx_swlang_head_xx&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1#/search/US/returns
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/help/hub/reference/200379860?ref=ag_200379860_cont_201030350&locale=en-US&ref_=xx_swlang_head_xx&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
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Sellers can self-fulfill orders in one of the following three ways:

• Third-party carrier

Seller engages a third-party logistics carrier to deliver the item. Third-party logistics carriers vary in 

terms of services, quality, resources, timeliness, and price. In order to ensure a positive shopping 

experience for customers, sellers must choose carefully and use a reliable third-party logistics carrier. 

If you are not already familiar with a third-party service provider, resources are available through the 

Service Provider Network.

• Amazon Buy Shipping service(Buy Shipping)

Amazon Buy Shipping is Amazon's online shipping service for seller-fulfilled orders. You can use Buy 

Shipping Services to self-fulfill with an Amazon-partnered logistics carrier. 

You can ship items by one of the following two ways when you use Buy Shipping Services:

• Use an online carrier such as China Post or Yanwen Logistics to ship directly from China to 

your overseas customer in the United States or Europe.

• Ship directly to consumers from overseas using a local logistics carrier in the U.S., U.K., and 

Germany.

Click here to learn more about Amazon's Buy Shipping Services for specific routes.

• Seller-fulfilled Prime plan

Eligible sellers on European and Japanese sites who wish to self-fulfill orders may register for Seller 

Fulfilled Prime, which allows you to display the Prime badge with your products. This increases 

product exposure and entitles you to enjoy Amazon’s 24*7 professional customer service.

Click here to learn more about Seller Fulfilled Prime for specific routes.

1.6 MFN’s 3 paths

(Service Provider Network)

https://sellercentral.amazon.com/tsba?sellFrom=CN&sellIn=US&localeSelection=en_US&ld=ASCNAGSDirect&ref_=xx_swlang_head_xx&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/learn/courses?moduleId=f37889b9-b77f-4639-a8df-ed335e464852&courseId=e0adf60e-c327-4df7-88b7-99f9661076b7&modLanguage=English&ref_=xx_swlang_head_xx&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/learn/courses?moduleId=9197b606-bdd9-4231-8ff2-c7ecf647e055&courseId=e0adf60e-c327-4df7-88b7-99f9661076b7&modLanguage=English&ref_=xx_swlang_head_xx&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
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1.7 Explanation of terms

Term Explanation

A-to-z Guarantee 
Claim

The Amazon Marketplace implements a guarantee for all customers that stipulates 
that if the customer is not satisfied with the purchased goods or services, they can 
initiate an A-to-z Guarantee Claim to protect their interests.

Cancellation rate
(CR)

The Cancellation Rate is the percentage of all orders canceled by the seller in a 
given 7 day period. This metric includes all orders canceled by the seller and 
excludes orders that the customer cancels using the order cancellation function in 
their Amazon account.

Late shipment 
rate
(LSR)

The late shipment rate refers to the percentage of orders that are confirmed as 
shipped after the expected ship date calculated over a 10- or 30day period.

Valid tracking rate
(VTR)

The valid tracking rate is the proportion of shipments with a valid tracking number 
in a given 30-day period. Tracking numbers require at least one scan from the 
logistics carrier to be considered valid.

On-time delivery 
rate

(OTDR)

The On-Time Delivery Rate is the percentage of all shipments delivered within the 
estimated delivery time as a percentage of total shipments tracked.

Order defect rate
(ODR)

The order defect rate is a key measure of your ability to provide a good customer 
experience. This metric covers all orders with one or more defects in a given 60-day 
period, calculated as a percentage of the total number of orders. There are three 
types of ODR: Negative Feedback Rate, A-to-z Guarantee Claim Rate, and 
Chargeback Rate. You are allowed to sell on Amazon only if your ODR is lower than 
1% . ODR above % may result in account suspension.

Total Delivery 
Time

Total Delivery Time is the estimated time between when the buyer places the order 
until the order delivery date. Its formula is Total Delivery Time = Handling Time + 
Transit Time + any holidays.

Handling time
Handling time is the estimated time between when the customer places the order 
until the seller hands over the package to the carrier.

Transit time
(also called 

shipping time)

Transit time is the estimated time between when the seller hands over the package 
to the carrier until the package is delivered to the customer.
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Term Explanation

Tracking number

The tracking number is the tracking number provided by the logistics carrier that 
shipped your order. The seller and customer can check the shipping status of the 
order with this tracking number. Tracking numbers require at least one scan from 
the logistics carrier to be considered valid.

Default shipping 
address

Includes information such as the ship from location address, email address, and 
phone number that orders are shipped from. This information is saved in your 
account and appears automatically when you select an address in the Buy Shipping 
Services preferences and Shipping Settings pages.

Service level 
agreement

(SLA)

The Service Level Agreement is the seller’s promise that the order will arrive within 
the standard number of days for that shipping method. See service level 
requirements and metrics here.

SKU
An SKU (Stock Keeping Unit) is the basic unit to measure inventory going in and 
out. It can refer to units of pieces, boxes, or pallets.

United States 
Postal Service

(USPS)

The United States Postal Service is one of the logistics carriers that sellers can 
choose on Amazon. For more information, see the USPS domestic delivery and 
USPS international delivery pages.

1.8 FAQs

My package has a tracking number but is showing up in my Valid 

Tracking Report as lacking valid tracking information. What can I do?

Parcels that don’t have verified tracking information show a “×” in the 

"No valid tracking" column of the VTR report. If you have uploaded 

the tracking number, but the number is coded as “Unable to confirm,” 

the reason could be one of the following:

• The tracking number you provided is incorrect.

• Your tracking number is correct, but it is not associated with your 

carrier.

For example, if you use UPS to ship a package but enter “USPS” as 

the carrier name, the tracking information will be marked as 

“Unable to confirm.”

• If the answers above do not solve your issue, contact Selling 

Partner Support.

https://sellercentral.amazon.com/help/hub/reference/G202160060?ref_=xx_swlang_head_xx&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1#GUID-ED343B37-DA6E-41F3-BD51-B45D9E0E17AF__GUID-EB78D674-3B4F-462E-B80D-4CC55C7D87B4
https://www.usps.com/international/mail-shipping-services.htm
https://www.usps.com/international/mail-shipping-services.htm
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/help/hub?ref=/cu/contact-us&httpReferer=&ref_=xx_swlang_head_xx&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
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